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·Blending
Satin
and Tin
By WRITATE
The well house had been one ot my four best places in the
world when I was little. In fact, the only place topping it on
my list had been Hobson's Kandy Kitchen on days when Mr.
Hobson made mint fudge. It was better than the hayloft
over the stables because the well house only smelled on the
black packed dirt floor, kind of musty, but refreshing, like
rain smells in August when you're tired of smelling the heat
in everything. And the well house was better than the
Jolmson City municipal pool because, well, first, because
after they made that rule about no dunking the pool was no
fun anyway, and, second, because the pool had too many
people, especially too many babies who went crying to their
mommies when the least little bit of water splashed on
them. I could be alone inside the well house and quiet, quiet
without Aunt Mayme screeching "lDrd have mercy! Annie
must be dyin'; She hasn't said a word in the last two
minutes!" When I wanted to escape from stupid baby naps
or having to play with prissy Camilla Louise or just from
Grandmother's constant disapproval I would sneak into the
well house, pulling up on the door so the hinges wouldn't
squeek. I would quickly settle into the shadows on the back
wall where I could see out the large dirty pane in the door,
but where Aunt Mayme would have to really squint to see
me.
Eight years had passed since I had pulled my last well
oouse disappearing trick. I had thought I would never have
reason to try it again, yet there I sat. I should have known
better. I mean, I had read Thomas Wolfe, and I knew all
about the " You Can't Go Home Again" deal. But Grandmother's hadn't been my home, .and anyway, it was Aunt
Mayme's and Uncle Malcom'snow. I wouldn't have stopped
at all, but Dad had mentioned to Uncle Malcom we would be
coming through, and they had never met Paul. So, we had
stopped by for lunch, and Uncle Malcom had cornered Paul
after the meal to discuss sweet potatoes and tobacco and
such things the poor dear knew nothing about. I excused
myself from the discussion about whether or not cats really
do have nine lives which had totally engrossed Aunt Mayme
and Cousin Cammy and her husband. I don't think they
noticed I had gone.
I sat with my back against the cold cement wall and
stared across the yard at the house where I had spent so
much · of my childhood. Something was missing, but I
couldn't think of what. The house still looked exactly the
same as it 'lad forever ago when the well house had been a
good place to be. My mother had gone back to work when
W.F . started school, so she entrusted us to Grandmother
Taylor's keeping for most of the summer. Some kids call
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their father's mother Grandma or Granny. I even had a
friend who called her grandmother "Doll baby". Not our
grandmother. She was always Grandmother, Grandmother
Taylor on formal occasions.
Grandmother hated girls. Oh, she tolerated Aunt Mayme,
but only because Uncle Malcom had married her. (She let
my mother pass on the same principle.) And she didn't fuss
at Cammy who was my age and the biggest baby God ever
put on earth. But she hated me. Everyone that knew me at
all called me Annie. Not Grandmother. I was "An-na" to
her, accent always on the oa. I had been named after her,
Anna Caroline Crichlow Taylor. She fit her name all to well-hair pulled tightly upon her head, high lace collars, her
pink satin sash tied around a tiny waist accenting her
perfect posture, small feet clad in tight black lace-ups. She
could have made me call her Grandmother Anna Caroline
Crichlow TayJor and I wouldn't have thought twice about it.
I, however, was not Anna Melinda Taylor. I had stringy
lrown hair, freckles, scabs on my knees, and boy's black
canvas tennis shoes. I was Annie.
Everyone admired Grandmother, Miss Anna those older
than her would call her, Mrs. Taylor those on her level or
lower, Mother to her seven sons, Mrs. Taylor to their wives.
She had an enormous table on the screened porch off the
kitchen, and it seemed there were always five or six guests
for supper. "Anna," she would say, "you may place the
napkins and silver around the table. Get Cammy to put the
china out, she's more careful than you. Don't scuff when
you walk, child."
So I would pull out the hand embroidered linen that no one
would dare to wipe their mouth on, and Cammy would
gloat over the china like it was some big deal. Often in my
nightly talks with God, I would negotiate deals that would
have caused me to be nominated for sainthood if only
Cammy would have smashed one of those china plates
while she was being so snotty. That would fix her for life
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with Grandmother. Cammy and W.F. and !_were fed after
grown ups on heavy blue plates and with stainless steel
silverware that had the Campbell's soup kids pressed into
the handles. We had to eat tomato soup for lunch for about
two m~nths so Cammy could get enough labels to send off
and get the cute _little things. Instead of the green tinted
hand-blown goblets which sat on Grandmother's table, we
had to fetch our drinking cups out of the well house where
they sat on a shelf during hot afternoons so we wouldn't
track up the kitchen getting water. During a creative mood
once, Aunt Mayme had bought acrylic paints so we could
make our own designs on the ugly blue things. Cammy
painted a duck on hers, W.F. created a mural devoted to
racing cars which is all he ever thought about anyway, and
I printed "Annie" on mine in plain black strokes. We sat on
backless stools, and Grandmother would return to fill the
tea pitcher or the bread basket and .scold, "Anna sit up
straight." Cammy always sat up straight. W.F. could have
stood on his head and eaten with his toes and she wouldn't
have said anything.
Even in the hottest summer months, Grandmother was
always fresh. She wore a rose from her favorite peach
colored rosebush tied into the knot · of her pink satin sash.
The rose never wilted, and neither did Grandmother. When
she moved it was in a flowing motion, gliding sort of. I
would see her from the willow tree where I used to perch
and watch Cammy and W.F. try to figure out where I was.
Nobody could find me up there. She would come down the
drive to the family cemetery every other day, her white sun
bonnet shading her pale skin, a basket of flowers in her
protectively gloved hands. At all the ordinary relatives'
graves she would leave a few flowers and pull away the
weeds. At Grandfather Taylor's she'd leave a bunch of r ed
and white roses, and at another grave she'd leave one of her
peach roses. I figured it must be someone important to
warrant a peach rose,.-there.was a death penalty on anyone
but Grandmother taking a rose from that bush. I got up my
courJ1ge and asked her about it once.
' (See aLENDING
SATIN• AND 'rlN, Page 11)
.
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Why is everybody so crazy about Hal Prince?
By LISHA BROWN
"Why is everybody so crazy about Hal Prince?" The
entire population of single women who worked in offices,
attended school, swept fioors, pnmed shrubs, or just hung
around at Washington State University pondered this
question daily, and came up with the same answer.
" Because he is so sexy with his cute little neat haircut and
patches on the sleeves of his jackets and because he teaches
English - which means that he is very sensitive and reads
a1ot. "
There were many more reasons for Hal Prince's attractiveness. For one thing, he had a wonderful personality
- just the right combination of lmmor, charm, wit, intelligence, and spontaneity. He was also compassionate - or
at least everybody thought so. And to top it all off - he
played the guitar and had several of his songs published.
Someone found out that he was into photography. Everyone
could just picture him walking arolDld in the wilderness
with his guitar over his shoulder, and a sketch pad, art
pencils, and a notebook, and a camera hanging around his
neck.
It was funny that all of the women who indulged in fantasies about Hal Prince pooled their information together
and shared experiences - little things he said, what he wore

Walking
Back
By JON HUGHF.S
He liked the cool ocean of dew that crested just above the
shag of green grass. He loved letting the cool of it seep into
the canvas of his sneakers as it had long years before. He
adored the way his feet cooled as the liquid bathed them.
And then suddenly swift curlings of the unheated morning
air around his head seemed so far from those fresh, cool
feet; it worked as it always had to expand his being. The
early golden light cleansed his eyes in that bum-good way
that only it might. He liked the scent of the farm, the earthhis earth of which he'd left his sweat, his tears, his urine, his
footprints in yolDlger years. The ground he walked upon
now was solid-good earth. He liked the feeling.
He'd forgotten about the night before this morning. He'd
forgotten the coming afternoon - or rather his apprehensions, his fears, his thoughts of how it would go. It
would be no different than any other hot summer afternoon
before. It could be no different.
He walked alone. Yet, in his mind, he walked once more
three yards behind his father.
He'd never wa1ked ahead of his father. He'd never gone
beside him. His father, thick, real, wiaccustomed to
change, had always gone ahea~ always leading his son.
The boy had liked it that way. There had been no commitment in this distance: no decision to walk quickly,
• slowly, to the left, to the right, to find one's own way, to
stop .. .
Still, he remembered to follow.
It seemed to him that even now his lands were strange to
him. The place of his birth, his boyhood, his base breath was now as unnaturally spread before him as ever it had
been.
He cursed...
... under his breath.
He'd always cursed - under his breath - walking behind
his father. It was still a cold thing - a cruel thing - a sinful
thing - and yet a satisfying undertaking. It cleansed his
heart, relieved his stale anger.
" Bastard!"
He'd wanted to say it to the old man and his rolDld, bright
face.
"Son of a bitch! "
These were words he'd learned from the old man. He
wanted yet to give them back. Now it was no longer

posm.ble.
The shafts of gold burning through dew heavy leaves
found ,the soggy ground around him. In places the liquid
warmed, changed, rose in white smoke as he passed.
He'd always followed. Even in his most fervent dreams ..
. his greatest desires ,:..of sµccess '.;;. of we~th - 'Qf being he'd followed his father. A deep understanding '- deeper

the day before, and every female who knocked on his office
door to "discuss her English grade."
They were really happy for each 9ther when one of them
triumphed in some way. For instance, everyone was so
proud for Hannah Struan when as he was discussing her
failure to comprehend Milton's Paradise Lost, Hal Prince
changed the subject and pondered life and love relationships with her.
He had also told her of a very special relationship he had
with his best friend and that you could love anybody, male
or female, and be better for it. Man, was he deep. The
female population of Washington State University swooned
at the ·thought of how much love that Hal Prince was
capable of generating. "What I could do for him," they
thought.
Everybody had a chance for Hal Prince, and everybody
planned their move carefully. The fat ones went on diets to
attract Hal. "If I just could loose 29 pounds with my terrific
personality, Hal will go for me for sure."
The younger ones planned their moves for right before
graduation, whatever the date. The older ones started
buying Cosmopolitan, to learn new ways to enhance their
sex-appeal. ( " I know that a man like Hal needs a more
experienced woman.")

They plotted and schemed and occasionally made fools of
themselves to attract Hal Prince. He was so understanding,
he probably thought it was dear that they went to such
lengths, or (they hoped) he just didn't realize how sexy he
was, and wasn't aware of how attracted everyone was to
him.
This went on for two semesters. Debbie Clark lost lS
polDlds for Hal Prince. Rachel Reid went to Merle Norman
and had a makeover. Boy, did she look great! Over the
months, the entire single female population at Washington
State University became well groomed, vogue, and poised.
They carried themselves as if Hal Prince might be watching and generated such blatant sexuality as you've ever

seen.
Then it happened. The night that Vivian Raye saw Hal
Prince at the Southside Mall waiting in line to see a movie
at the twin cinema. He was holding hands with someone
special - his best friend, Butch Mahony!
The entire single female population at Washington State
University flushed with embarrassment and disbelief.
Many raged; a few even shed tears, but, all in all, they took
it well. After the last "What a waste" was said and the last
tear dried, everyone thought it was worth it. Besides, the
Hal Prince of their dreams still spread his sunshine around.
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(IDustration by Karen Tribbey)
than anything the boy had ever known - had threatened to
iring the two of them closer. And yet the distance had
a1ways remained. It remained now in the face of death and
decay.
The odor of manure sliced the cool, damp air as it found
his nose. Oddly, it reminded him of his father. Alive,
healthy, he had smelled of animal odor. His clothes, his
hands, his presence had almost never been so clean as to
deny his love and kinship to the earth - and top the waste
and rot that replenishes it. This thought shook the boy,
quietly, as he stopped and stared over the brier and blackberry field that ran ahead of him to the cathedral woods.
The moon always rose beyond these trees. He'd lain
awake in his bed on countless evenings watching the great
round face rise - the old man's face . . . sometimes,
sometimes gold, sometimes silver and cold, sometimes
amber like cider ... sometimes blood...
The rifie had been light in his hands, mostly plastic. It
was virtually a toy. The dog had fallen a few yards beyond
the fence, too far for an accurate shot; and yet the belly
rose and fell, slowly. The first shot had not dispatched him.
The old man had not suggested it, but now the boy stood
over the wounded hound. The gun was light, a toy. The blood
had oozed from the side of his neck ooto the earth nearby.
The old man had been too old to climb the fence. The boy
clutched the gun in both palms and fingers. The dog had not
died from the first shot; the old man had aimed badly. He'd
· · not had the boy fire because he knew his. son's reluctance to

kill. He simply had not been young enough to aim well. The
boy held the gun to his shoulder. He felt that it was too light - a toy. '!'he trigger coaxed his finger. The dog had fallen a
yard away from where he stood. The second shot killed the
dog. The boy's shot killed the dog.
Now the old man would begrudge the job, and the boy
would drag the dog three yards behind the old man to be
disposed of in secret. It was his victory and not his son's .
The dog - a stray - had been the enemy - the old man's
enemy. But the second shot had killed the dog. The boy's
shot had killed the dog.
He loved the wet dew, cool on the grass.
He loved sunrise, sunset, moonrise. . .
He loved summer.
He loved: the earth oo his skin, electric insects on the
hottest summer days, the lazy skin of a dog under a shade
tree, the reddest plums as they rippened ...
... the cool morning light...
... the largest oak on his father's farm, the way the moon
shone through its dark branches, the way it had alwa ys
stood - unchanged, the way he never had tired to get close
to that tree, the fear he'd had of it -always- even now.
And yet this tree was even now beautiful. . . at its
distance.
The morning was approaching mon as he turned to .lie
old, big house of his youth. He smiled quietly, his ar .,er
transformed into sweet sorrow - the throbbing of cld
wounds. He understood no.w, .t llttle.
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The Other-Son _ _ _ _ _ _ __

In that room amid the baseball gloves, crumpled and
By BOB COFTF.I .0
aromatic shirts and shorts, grass stained sneakers, and
John had not been ready for the news of David's death. It
had come suddenly and yet not as a thing so much unex- . dust, lay two beds and two boys. The window loomed in
silvery tombstone moonlight above the older son, David.
pected...but unfathomable. He'd seen them - standing at
The swnmer heat swarmed and stung in insect showers.
the front door - as he stepped from the school bWJ to the
dusty ground. His parents had not moved to · hurry
John rolled over onto his stomach. He could not sleep.
In the moonglow, the younger peered at his older. He
him...merely staring as the great yellow bus jolted away
scanned his trother's body from hair to heel with the care
down the road. He'd studied them for a moment, solid and
for detail, an appreciation for beauty he could not account
thick in the phantom waning light, and known there was
for. John knew that his trother would go in less than twelve
some wrong ahead of him. He'd started across the lawn
hours - go away. He knew that his brother mWJt go to fight,
toward them. Profound stillness - a great sadness - had
swept over him. And it had come...from them. Passing _ something Davy had never liked to do. And John knew this
would be his last chance for a while to look at his only
mder the old tree house that he and David had built, he'd
trother; so he did.
expected one of them to cry out to him. Instead, they had
only stared ... dumb. From them - a single, silent and yet
The moon poured into the window and turned Davy's
beckoning stare had stabbed him and then ravenously
sweatslick skin to cool marble. John quietly studied each
begun the torture that even now persisted. They'd begun at
curve and plain of his blood lying only three feet. ..and two
that moment to feed on him - to suck hll life away.
years away. The flat, washboard chest, the long, firm legs,
The words had been soort and slow.
and arms smooth and powerful, even his hair - curled thick
"David... is dead. He was killed by a grenade. They told
and awry near the head, around the face - was beautiful..
us today. We're sorry - we loved you and David very
.godlike.
much."
And, yet the face was young - too young. John remem•
He'd known, from that very moment, how it was to be.
bered
the wisdom he'd gleaned from this face. And now it
After the first hour of tears and little talk, they'd left him
seemed no older than he first recalled it. Davy seemed now
alone in his and Davy's room. He'd spent hours - days since
to be the pest, the towhead of nine or ten who always won at
then ... mt crying, but thinking in that room. He hadn't
wrestling his kid-trother. It seemed no great miracle to
cried - even that afternoon. He'd decided not to cry expect the sun to rise and the sweat-damp bed next to the
simply a choice he'd made. And in the days that had
window_ to hold the small, slender, pre-adolescent Davy.
followed, with his mother in such a sorry state and even his
And
John, the older, clutching this reborn to his own harder,
father crying when he could hold back no longer, John had
troader
chest, both weeping and laughing at once at the
kept his cheeks dry. He usually lay, as he did now, on the
magical reprieve. But, no.
"'
bed watching and rewatching the pictures he, himself,
The darkness was no magician; the silver gleaming on
conjured on the ceiling above him. They were pictures of
Davy's nakedness had become irankster. John peered at
that afternoon ... sometimes. More often they were things of
his brother, at his manhood, easy and limp now. And he
other days, older days. These things were no more ... except
in his pictures.
knew this was the Davy of nineteen years who must go to

war. John thought of the men his brother mWJt kill. And for
that fiMl time. . .he cried.
There were other pictures, too. He remembered the time
Davy had given him his greatest gift.
The fever had been powerful. It had seized him in the
hottest month of the year to leave him wet and steaming.
His parents had tried to relieve him; but Davy had done the
most. First he'd made them move John out onto the cooler
lawn to sleep on a cot. Secondly, he'd decided to sleep there
himself, in case his brother woke ne¢ing anything. The
final gifthad come on the night of fever treaking. The scene
came back to John even mw.
The fevered brother softly wheezed his fire into the damp
evening air. A breeze, in turn, filled his ears.
"Lil' brother, you all right?"
"Dav-id..." He called softly. The older leaned near him.
"What is it?"
''I. .. " His fire flared inside him," ...thanks."
.
" 'S okay." Then the smile came. It mopped the sweatbeaded forehead. The gift was next.
.
"John, I want to give you something." John moved to
respond. "Shhhh-you don't have to say nuthin'. JWJt listen.
You know, I like to be called David.... and not Davy.. Well, I.
.. I want you to call me Davy. I'd like you to. And you're the
only one, 'lil brother. You're the only one, 'caWJe ... I like·
you better than anybody."
The peppermint breath was silent for a moment. And
John drew in its flavor. His heart stirred, and he spoke only
one word - hoarsely and dryly.
·
"Davy ... "
And sleep came ... refreshed.
The pictures were his only life now: The hours in other
places were dead to him. His friends only stared quietly or
whined at him that they were "sorry". His parents cried
near him, or stared at him cruelly, silently... as if he were
to blame because he was the one alive now. He seldom
spoke to them anymore ... afraid of what he might say.
Davy had been their favorite ... always. Davy was the
one who did what they wanted ... even before they wanted
it. Davy was the stronger, the smarter, the more enviable of
the two. He, John, was always the other son. It was David,
tright, beautiful David, who held the birthright. But
jealousy was not a sensation John knew. There was no fault
in Davy's birth. He simply existed - had existed - as what
he was. Instead of envy, John knew hate - hate for his
mother and father. He hated them now for-wanting David
alive - for wantingJ)hn dead, and David alive. They did
want him dead now. And they sucked the life from
every pore in his body to kill him. Only his pictures lived in
him. . . and for him.
The slender, mWJCled hand moved across the paper. The
body attached to it lay prme on the bed near the window.
John watched as Davy made out his list. It spoke for him;
"Every friend I have is on this list, 'lil brother." Davy let
him watch as the page filled. "Look, 'lil brother, you're on
it. Look at where you are on my list; you're at the top!"
John had looked for the mother, the father names. They
hadn't been there. They still were not there. He'd kept the
list ... hi<klen it. Now only he would know about it.
He cursed them under his breath.
The breeze blew away his pictures. Alone on the bed, the
window above him, he thought once again of the words.
''David ... killed by a grenade .. .loved you and David..

,,

yes, beautiful
Glory us in a hundred things;
A sunwet face - just so - and so!
A million sunbright worlds in him.
Gloaming landscape leaves and silver springs;
I.Amar landscape light - fickle glow Brinded, mealed-with-gray on midnight swim.
There are things, dapple-down and even strange
And freckled, (who knows why?) dirty snow ·
In silent, sweet and sullied trim;
All born in tright and left to change - are dim.
My JON HUGHES ..

The breeze on his bare breast and thighs felt strange
across the heat of his skin. His shirt lay on the other bed. His
, naked flesh burned with a new sensation. The last light of
; the day flashed tQrough the window, burst on him, tearing
his flesh, exposing his bowels. Each golden point became a
fragment. .. of steel, of powder-darkened death. His heart
lay red and exposed before secret eyes: The blood he'd
loved apart-Davy's- flowed now from his private wounds.
(Painting by Derrick Entrekin) The body he'd admired in quiet and secret now moved,
rippled, flexed under his power. The thoughts, feelings that
might have been Davy's. . .now became his as he lay
naked in the gloom of dus~ 1be last drops of his life now
pulsed from dark, gaping veins to soak the growing
Comfortable in no more light
darkness around him.
At peace with distant forces of the night
John lay perfectly still now. In the near silence he heard
A form that preens itself in ready for the moon...
the sound of his mother weeping in the hall. She passed his
A velvet touch controls the skin
door without pausing. He smiled to think she would never
0 holy host made pure in sin ...
guess his secret... his and Davy's secret. Sure they had
Stands off aways, anticipates the watch to follow soon.
wished him dead. Sure his parents in their own grief had
Guardians of under-floor and inky wood
cruelly tom his life from him. But now... he had found new
Alone to view celestial wash and wish for good
life in death; Davy had left him that legacy ... life itself.
May bay the silent curtains, dark and deadly, backNow John was older... almost two years. He was the
Or silent - ponder evil things of old
wiser, the brighter, the more beautiful... He smiled and
And whisper ( cold) the breath that knows no soul
touched himself in the darkness. Perfectly still. . . he
To conjure only oldest doom from what is black.
thought of pie r~ct?nt death of the oth~r son.
By JON QUGllJ?.S

dogs in dark ·
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The Gift
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By SUSAN ROMNEY

The rain was coming down in torrents as Steve made a
mad dash from his car to the front door. He hardly slowed
down as he threw open the door and then slammed it behind
him. He tossed his basketball onto the floor and watched it
roll across the hall and into the living room leaving a trail of
muddy water after it. He strolled into the kitchen making a
bee-line for the refrigerator. His mother was at the kitchen
table tying ribbons on two brightly wrapped packages.
"Hurry up and eat Steve, she said, don't forget we're
taking Grandma's Christmas presents to her this afternoon.''
"Oh crap Mom, why today and why do I have to go? God
knows I hate that place, nothing but a bunch of crazy old
people. Besides, Grandma's so out of it she'd never know
the difference if I was there or not. She drives me nuts when
she just sits there rocking back and forth in that gross
wheelchair. She never says a word, she just stares, she
gives me the creeps."
"Steve don't be cruel, said mom. Your grandmother is a
sick old woman who needs attention and she only gets to see
you at Christmas time. Her mind is that of a child and
therefore she must be treated like one. She can't take care
of herself so that's why we do it for her."
To ~erself she thought, " I certainly hope she appreciates
this, after all we do for her you'd think that the very least
she could do would be to say "thank you." We give her a
nice place to live and presents every Christmas. What do we
get in return? - Nothing but a bunch of medical bills."
The sickening combination of disinfectant and alcohol
overwhelmed Steve as he and his parents make their way
down the long white hall of Happy Haven's Home For
Senior Citizens. They came to room 27-A and his mother
followed by Steve and his father went bursting in the room.
Steve had a frown of disgust as he took in the same view he
had seen almost a year ago, and he thought, "Man what a
depressing place and it's so hot and stuffy in here. Hope this
doesn't take very long."
The white plaster walls were bare except for a faded old
picture which hung over the rusted iron bed. The picture
was that of a young man in a World War I army uniform.
The little lamp with a piece of porcelain missing shed a
dismal glow about the room which was accented by the
gray light coming through the window. She sat in front of
the window in her wheelchair staring out the window at the
rain as it pounded against the panes. Her face was expressionless and her eyes were blank as though she were
not in this world. As she stared out the window she seemed
to be in another world, a world obviously not in reality. Her
little gray head and shoulders swayed back and forth slowly
and methodically almost as if she were keeping time with
some music playing inside her head.
"Hello Grandma, Merry Christmas," Steve's mother
crooned in a high falsetto voice. The smile on her face
resembling a grimace. "It's so good to see you. How are you
feeling? "
She kept rocking back and forth, back and forth .
Steve took off his jacket, tossed it on the bed and sat down
stiffly beside it, causing an ear-grating noise as the rusty
spring~ rubbed together. Both his mother and father gave
him disapproving looks. Steve didn't want to be a part of
this, oh how he hated it. "Hi Grandma" Steve said almost in
a whisper .Steve's father joined as he nervously stood in the
center of the room. " Hello mother, it's nice to see you."
Steve's mother began unwrapping the presents she had
brought, "Look what we brought just for you Grandma, a
little fuzzy rabbit that you can hold in your lap." She took
the small gnarled hands and placed the stuffed animal
between them. The bony fingers closed about the soft fur.
She never took her eyes off the window. Her expression
never changed, and she rocked. "Yes well, isn't that nice,"
Steve's mother said aloud with a syrupy sweetness. "You
ungrateful old woman," she thought to herself. "That's not
all Gra~dma. You have another present too. We brought
you a new robe. Isn't it pretty Grandma?" she said as
though she were speaking to a small child. Grandma simply
stared and rocked.
Steve was finding this entire situation very disturbing. He
just simply couldn't understand why Grandma just sat
there. Why didn't s~~ .5PY ~~~$] ,And _wi)~ .!iJ~ ~ e
always stare out of Uie window. 'He began to fade ·out of the
scene around him. His mothers shrill voice began to fade.
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(Illustration by Cynthia Tumlin)
"Why does mom yell like that, he thought, she knows
and hard at the bottom of his left pocket. He pulled it out
Grandma is as deaf as a sign post." His thoughts moved
and even in the dim light of the room it glittered brightly. It
into the future . He'd never grow old and be like Grandma.
was a gold pocket-watch. He rubbed his fingers over the
.He'd rather die than grow old and crazy and live in a place
elaborately carved casing in astonishment. "Is this really
like this. He found himself starring at the faded picture on
real?" he thought dumbfounded. He slowly turned the
the wall. The young man in the uniform was his grandwatch over. On the back there was writing. It had been
father . The longer he looked at the picture, the more he
worn down with handling and Steve had to squint in order to
began to think he was looking at a picture of himself. The
read it. Out loud he read, "To William, Love Katherine young soldier bore a striking resemblence to him. He had
December 25, 1909." He slowly turned and gazed first at his
the same dark eyes and curly cow-lick on his forehead, the
grandmother and then at the picture.So!J!ething squeezed
same strong chin and heavy eyebrows. He thought of
his heart when he realized that his grandmother had given
himself, "That's my grandfather and no one ever told me
him her most prized possession, his grandfathers gold
how much I look like him. I wonder what he was really like,
pocketwatch and chain. This watch seemed to bridge the
I wish I'd known him." He felt a strange pull at his heart at
gap between Steve and the grandfather he hag never
the instant his father broke his train of thought.
known. They ~ere really a part of each others lives now.
"Steve, Steven, he said, lowering his voice and placing
Grandma had done this for him. He began to feel a lump in
the back of one hand to the side of his face, "Lets go son, we
his throat and His eyes began to sting. He was so wrapp_ed
need to get back. Yolll" mother and I have a bridge game
up in his thoughts he didn't even realize what was haptonight. Goodbye mother, hope you're feeling well. Merry
pening to him. He looked at his grandmother and suddenly
Christmas."
he wasn't afraid of her anymore. A strange feeling came
They walked out of the room and all three seemed to
over him as he slowly walked over t.o the wheelchair. He
breathe a sigh of relief. It was not until Steve's father opened
knelt down beside it and rather timidly placed his hand on
the door and the cold, damp air came through his short
the thin, bony arm. At this, Grandma quit rocking back and
sleeved shirt did Steve realize he had left-his jacket in · forth, her face never changing and her eyes never shifted.
Grandma's room.He went back to get it and when he came
She shakily lifted her hand and simply placed it on top of
to the door, he knocked softly and went in. Grandma had
Steve.'s for an instant. That was all.
moved her wheelchair and was now sitting next to her
Steve was unable to find words, blurted out "Thanks
battered little night stand. Steve stood in the doorway for a
Grandma."
He rose, kissed her lightly on the cheek and
moment and watched her. Her eyes were fixed on the
with
the
watch
gripped tightly in his hand, headed for the
l)icture above her bed. Her hands gently stroked the head of
door.
He
turned
at the door and smiled, then he was gone.
the fuzzy little rabbit while she rocked back and forth, back
and fourth.
The little gray head began to sway back and forth, back
and forth. The rain against the window kept time with her.
"Uh Grandma, I uh left my jacket and I need to get it,"
Hidden behind the wrinkled mouth was the faintest hint of a
. Steve stammered making his way to the bed where he had
smile as a single t~ -rolled slowly down the lined face. It
left it. He picked it up-arid-puUt on thrusting his hands deep
into the pockets. He suddenly felt something cold, smooth
rained.
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Conversation
Hearts
Bv LISA S. ROWE

Aggie bent her greying head to whisper in her companion's ear, "Did you hear what happened last night?"
Sarah shifted her eyes around and looked up at Aggie.
"No, was it good?"
"Was it good? You just won't believe this. I've never
heard of such goings on ... oo! This younger generation!"
Sarah slid around to a more comfortable position and
reached into her purse for a bag of conversation hearts she
had bought for half price a week after Valentine's Day. She
held out the bag to Aggie, who shook her head. "I can't eat
those, Sarah. You know that."
"I'm sorry, Aggie; but l's so hungry. Now tell that story.
What have some kids gotten into now?"
In a conspiritorial fashion, Aggie glanced about and
began, "Well, it was like this. You know the Patterson boy?
Andy, I think. Yes, Andy. Well he started the whole thing. I
always said that boy was a troublemaker.'' She clucked her
tongue and shook her head. "I'd never have thought of such
a thing, nor you, Sarah. And my goodness, we're
pushing ...well, we're not young anymore. I tell you, in all
the years we've had, we've never dreamed up such. I
never.''
Sarah searched through her candy for a pink heart with
red trim, preferably· one that- said "you're cute", and
waited for Aggie to finish her contemplations. After a few
minutes, she went on. "So he, Andy, went and rounded up
all his friends. All those boys. And then, I suppose they had
nothing better to do. I'm not exactly sure how it came
about, but then, they all went straight to old Jenkins'
house." She paused for effect and Sarah alniost choked on a
candy heart. She shouted, 'The · Jenkins' house? The
Jenkins' Holl'!e! No! Who! Who went there?"
"I'm trying to tell you if you'll hush. Andy did, and Joe
Marsh, and Will Freeman, and Georgie Herd, and Tony
Baker, and that little one ... oh you know. What is his
name? His father owns the drug store."
"Gary Windham?"
"Yes, that one. Never thought he'd be in on such a
scheme."
"Gary never would. You must be wrong. Why, he just
mowed my lawn not three days ago."
"Did he now? Well, he was there. Big as day." Aggie
tossed her head, "It's so."
"Well, I ;m not trying to say you would tell an untruth, but
what would little Gary Windham be doing at that old
haunted house? He's big enough to have sense, or so I
thought. Heavens, everyone knows old Jenkins haunts that
house. Did they come out alive?"
Aggie wore her superior proud-to-be-the-bearer-of-newsunknown look, and said in a tantalizing half hint, "Well
that's not all. Wait until you hear what they did."
"There's more? I can't imagine," Sarah intoned, looking
up from foraging in her candy bag.
"Imagine this. Those six boys including little Gary
Windham, those boys had -a seance. In the Jenkins' house,
no less."
Sarah's eyes flew wide open, and she halfway stood up,
spilling . several candy hearts. Pigeons came from
everywhere and scattered just as quickly when Sarah
screamed in horror, "A seance? A seance!"
"Oh yes, that's what. Can you believe it?"
"Oh my goodness!" Sarah sank back onto the bench,
clutching her candy bag and gasping fo.r breath. After a
safe interval, the pigeons returned and stood unconcernedly
eating the candy, completely oblivious to the upset around
them.
"Cora said... " Aggie began.
"Cora? How is Cora involved?"
"Oh, she heard it from Jean Morgan, and Jean got it from
Edith Quarters, who knows Corey Wise. He lives next door,
and he saw the whole thing. From such a good source, you
know it must be true."
"Yes, it must be. I admit I had my doubts before, but now
I know it must be true ... "
"Well, Cora described it this way. Andy sat' directlx
opposite the window. Corey said his black hair and eyes
looked eerie in the candlelight. He's Mexican, · you know.
Well, his mother is anyway. So, sitting next to Andy was
Will. He's so short and fat, and that blond hair and skin
must have looked strange against Andy's dark complexion,
don't you·think? I think it would."
"Oh yes, I think so." Sarah nodded emphatically as she
licked pink foam from around her mouth.
"To Will's left was Joe, and beside him was Gary. Gary
had his back to the window."
·
" Oh! Well then, you can't be sure it was Gary."

"'You can. Who else in this town is so small and has such
bright red hair."
"No one. That's true."
''Right. Anyway, going around the table, next was George
and then Tony. Corey said Tony was frightened, though I
don't see how he could tell. He's Japanes~ I think."
"Oh, is he really? Martha said he was from the south. I
think she told me Georgia."
"You must have misunderstood. Anyone can look at him
and tell he's foreign."
·
Both women nodded their heads, grey curls bobbing in the
daylight, and then Aggie continued. "So that's how they
were sitting. And Cora said the table was round, with a
white or beige tablecloth. Corey couldn't tell in the candlelight."
"No, I suppose that would be difficult."
"Of course it would, but listen to_this. About six-thirty,
Andy reached out and lit the candles. Three of them.''
"Three? Why three?"
"I don't know; it was just three. I wasn 'tthere, how would
I know?"
"Well it's just funny, that's all. Three. Hwtun."
Aggie stopped and turned to give Sarah an exaggerated
stare of impatience. Sarah looked disgruntled and
graciously gave way. "Please continue, Aggie."
"I shall, thank you." Aggie paused, and began again, "So,
after he lit the candles, they all sat there a moment, silent,
and then began laughing. Next thing, tpey all took hands
and began to chant. Something like 'Oh great Spirit, rise
now to meet us. Come forward."'
"Did he? Did he?" Sarah lurched precariously on the
edge of the bench and picked at Aggie's arm in an agitated
fashion.
"Will you let me tell you?" She slapped at Sarah's
fingers." What happened was this. After a few moments of
this chanting and holding hands, smoke began to rise.
Smoke! Corey almost fainted. I imagine· I would have.
Corey said that was the biggest ghost he ever saw:"
"My goodness! What happened next?"
"The table began to jwnp around, and all those six boys
became possessed. They were jerking about, having fits,
and screaming and yelling. Then the table began to glow,
bright orange like something unearthly, and the tablecloth
was whipping around under the table. Corey said it was a
sight to see."
"That's frightening. Surely, he didn't stay any longer?"
"Yes, he did. And he's glad he did, because what happened next was very strange. The boys flew away from the
table and began pulling the slip covers off the furniture! I
don't know why."

"How odd.!"
"Isn't it though? They got-those slip covers and began
hitting at the table with them, like they were trying to kill it.
Can you imagine? They were running at it and yelling,
trying to scare it, I guess."
"Pack of fools," Sarah muttered beaeath her breath,
turning her head away.
"What?" Aggie questioned.
"I said, they-are-a-pack-of-fools," she repeated,
enunciating clearly.
"Well maybe. I think the ghost had them, and they just
didn't know what they were doing."
Sarah stated around stubborn clamped lips, "They're a
pack of fools."
"Sarah, I'm not disagreeing with you. I would never do
that. Why, you're my best friend." Aggie reached out and
touched Sarah's hand in a conciliatory fashion. Sarah sat
for a few seconds with her lips compressed and her face set,
then conceded, "I know you meant no harm, Sarah."
A pigeon landed on a bench near them and Aggie shooed it
off. "They always bother me to death in the park. I never
carry any food You think they'd know such a thin old lady
would be diabetic and have no food. Wouldn't you think
that? Silly old bird."
"What of the rest of the story?"
"Oh! The story." Aggie clasped her hands in her lap."
There's not much more. After they were through hitting at
the table, they all ran outside. Corey was still looking in the
window, and he saw a huge cloud rise up off the floor.
"Corey's very brave."
Aggie cocked her head and looked at Sarah. "He's also
the mt>st eligible, elderly bachelor."
Sarah giggled behind her hand, "That too. That too."
"Anyway, there Corey was, looking in the window, when
all of a sudden the table burst into flames."
"Flames?"
"Flames. Corey ran to call the fire department, but the
whole house burnt down."
"Well."
The two women stared into the fountain, sunlight lending
thousands of tiny rainbows in the spray. Somewhere in the
distance a train whistle sounded. Sarah moved slowly to
feed what was left of her candy hearts to the pigeons. Then
she neatly folded the bag and returned it to her purse. After
a few seconds, she began tapping her foot, and Aggie
· started to hum quietly, looking about in all directions. Thus
they sat, for several minutes in an awkward silence, when
suddenly Sarah wheeled about, startling Aggie. "By the
way, did you hear about Judge Echols?"
Aggie shifted her eyes about and looked uµ at Sarah, "No
was it good?"
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By ALLICIA LITTERFSI'

Jermy sat before the piano. She could think of nothing to
play, and so she sat, staring at the keys. She lifted her thick
hair away from her neck. It was so hot, so oppressingly hot.
It had rained, but even that had not cooled the atmosphere,
only increased the discomfort of the sultry, hwnid afternoon. She waited, nervously, impatiently. It was so like
him to be late-so incompetent. It had been especially hard
for her to get away, didn't he realize that it was always
difficult for her to get out of the house and away from her
mother? She would have only a few hours. Oh, why didn't he
hurry! She glanced at her watch and impatiently wringing
her hands began to pace up and down the aisle. She wondered why her mother had been in such a bad mood that
morning but then after all it was not that uncommon. She
leaned against a pew, fanning herself with a deserted
bulletin. Church was her only escape-always her only
escape. She had said that she had needed to practice and so
her mother had given in, as always, however reluctantly.
Her mother feared Jenny's corruption, her defilement. And
so she kept her imprisoned-chaste and pure, young and
untouched.
Jermy walked over to the open, back window. There was a
slight breeze, the air felt good against her hot face and
neck. It was good to be free of her mother, she loved the
feeling of it. It really was all so ironic. Her mother hated
men-she feared them and did not trust them. Only one did
she consider above suspicion, blameless, "called of God".
How blind could she be? He was no better than the rest of
them. He could be seduced like any other man however
"called of God" he might be.
Jermy had not sought him at first, there had merely been
too many looks, too many times he had casually brushed by
her, leaving her flesh searing, and her curiosity thoroughly
aroused. She had begun to wonder and to imagine what it
was that she had been so fearfully protected from for the
last fifteen years and just how "bad" it really was. And so
she had encouraged him with an innocent smile, a bared
knee, or a gentle touch.
Rayburn had found her exceptionally beautiful· with her
long thick hair, fair skin, her slim hips and long legs. Too
many times he had glimpsed a thin ankle or watched her
hips sway gently as she walked. He dreamed about her day
and night, imagined her beneath him. He had tried to push
her from his mind at first. Though only half-heartedly for he
would rather revel in the wonder of her beauty, imagining,
torturing himself with his own unfulfilled desire.
Both of t,hem knew and recognized the intent behind those
casual interludes but took it no further, rather choosing to
wallow in their own curiosity-wondering, imagining,
subconsciously planning.
And then there had been the choir robe closet. . .she had
slowly backed into him, not completely unaware of . her
affect upon him. She was too close. He couldn't stand itunthinking, he kissed her hair, her neck, her face and lips.
Ages ago. It seemed like ages since that first day two
years ago-she had changed, she felt so much older, more
knowing. They had always been able to find time to spend
together since then. Sometimes it was difficult, but there
was always some isolated spot, a deserted sunday school
classroom, an empty office, or even an out of the way, rundown motel room.
She propped one hip on the window sill, leg dangling, last
night still vivid in her memory. She had never really felt
anything for him-she let him think she did. She let him
delude himself and believe that she loved him. She had lain
there beside him, afterwards, lain there and felt alive and
evil and deliciously sordid. It was the thrill that appealed to
her, the daring of it all, the chances, and of course the
passion.
·
Rayburn stood in the door of the sanctuary, he wondered
how to call attention to himself. Tentatively, he cleared his
throat. Jenny turned around. He looked so small to her, like
a child, scared. She wanted to laugh. Standing there in his
conservative, well-worn, gray suit, he looked as though he
had just stepped out of another decade. She felt only scorn
and pity for him, she deserved so much better, but he was
all she had. He really was such a shell of a man. A_bead of
perspiration rolled down one cheek, staining his collar.
"So what isit that is so damned important Rayburn?"
"Shh! Please be quiet!" He sopped his brow with a
yellowed handkerchief and shoved his hands deep in his
.pockets, ill at ease as always. He despised himself then,
despised himself for wanting her. He watched a drop of
perspiration roll down between her breasts and he longed to
touch her, to feel her softness. Her hair was damp with
sweat around the temples, hair and skin all glistening in the
fading light of sunset. God, she was beautiful! NO! He must
not allow himself to think that. He must remember and

stick to his decision. He must tell her. He stood there,
staring blankly, forming the words in his mind,
procrastinating.
·
"Rayburn, my God, let's talk or let's leave, it will be dark
soon!"
Slowly he walked towards her, as a child, fearful, facing
punishment. She watched him, disgusted by him, yet
wanting him.
_
Jermy stood before the window, as a goddess, hair
blowing in the breeze, her thin cotton dress wrapping itself
around her slim thighs. God how he wanted her! He reached
for her hand and held it to his cheek. "Jermy, I know you
can't possibly under ... " His voice trailed off.

She blew in his ear, softly kissed his lips. "Hush Rayburn.
•
.. just kiss me.'' She wrapped her thfn arms around his nee~ ._
and he responded as he always had.
•
He kissed her fiercely, knowing this had to be the last
time. He must never hold her like this again: "I love you,
Jermy."
·
"I love you, too, Rayburn." She unbuttoned her blouse
and raised his hand to her.
He pulled away. "No, Jermy, I'm sorry. I never meant to.

,,

"Not here huh? Is that it? Not in your precious sanctuary."
·
"No, it's not that. I just can't handle it anymore. It's all so
wrong! I'm handing in my resignation in the morning, I
have to, I had to make a choice!'' His voice cracked and his
hands shook.
She turned, looking out of the window. He could see her·
muscles tighten. Oh God, he hadn't wanted to hurt her. He
put both hands on her shoulders. She stiffened. "Please Jen,
let's talk. I want us to at least be friends." a
She could feel his trembling. It nauseated her. He was so
damned weak, nothing more than a sniveling idiot. She spun
around, her face red, veins bulging, eyes flashing white.
He . couldn't understand, he'd never seen her like this.
"Please Jenny, please forgive me." It was a cry, a plea. "I
never meant. . .I don't know how it got started. It just all got
out of hand. It's just so wrong, all so very wrong!" Slowly,
he backed away from her.
She stepped forward infuriated. "Do you think you hurt
me?" she said sneeringly through clenched teeth.
"It's alright Jen, no-one will ever ... Don't ruin it all now,
I'll always love you. It's just that. . . "
Her voice came grating on his ears. "Do you think I ever
gave a damn about you?!" He continued to back away,
shocked, not understanding. "You never were anything to
me. Nothing! Do you hear?"
"Jermy please!" He backed into the pulpit. He felt the
hardness of it against his back.
"I never loved you-it was all a hoax, a wonderfully
glorious, ungodly hoax!"
He felt his throat tighten. He couldn't swallow, his eyes
blurred. 'My God what's come over her? It's the pain. I've
hurt her terribly.' He thought.
"Do you know what you are to me? Do you? A quick lay
that's all.Rayburn! Do you hear?!"
He crouched on the steps of the altar-hugging his knees,in
a fetal position, rocking himself.
"You can't hurt me. You haven't the power. I've never
loved you. Lust! That's all we shared! Animal Lust!"
He put his hands over his ears and began to quietly hum to
himself, still rocking. His pale blue eyes staring, in front of
him, unseeing, glazed.
"I don't love you-you're no more than a weak, sniveling
shell of a man!" she screamed. "Look at you there, just
look, jike a poor hurt puppy. You disgust me!"
He looked up at her." Jen, I know it hurts, it hurts me tool never expected .. .'' His voice trailed off and he began to
sob.
She turned her back on him.
"I know you hate to let it go. I do too. It was so good ..
.what we shared.''
·
"My God Rayburn, don't flatter yourself, you really
weren't that good, you were just all I had."
Sobbing, on his knees before her, begging, he whispered,
"Jenny, let's pray. Let's kneel here and pray, pray for
forgiveness and pray for strength and for underst.anding.''
She laughed. She laughed long and hard and then she
turned and walked away, away from him.
"Jermy! Come Back! Please come back! We'll work it
out. I promise. l won't leave if that's what you want. . .
.COME BACK!!" He dug his nails deep into his palms,
screaming. He fell, a crying, snifling heap before the altar,
hands clasped, head bowed, thin frame racked with each
sob. He prayed, fervently, earnestly, crying. He did not
move, but half kneeling, half crouched before the altar, he
cried and prayed and cried and- prayed.

(Composition by Tammy Rushing)

Jermy sat at the drugstore counter. It was cool, the first
time she had felt cool all day. It was good sitting there,
away from Rayburn. She never wanted to see him again.
She sat quietly, studying her soda. She felt someone staring
at her. She turned. It was a tall, dark ~oldier. He smiled,
She smiled back, propping one leg on the rung of the stool,
letting the other dangle, subtly exposing one soft inner
thigh. She rolled the straw of her drink between her thwnb
and forefinger, back and forth, back and forth. He walked
towards her. She smiled to herself, turning to face him.
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The Crowd
and theBoss
By LISA S. ROWE

Home for G o o d - - - - - By ALLICIA LITIEREST

Bayne sat slwnpect against the cement wall. He leaned
his head back and closed his eyes. The sun was blinding and
he saw only the lwninous blood red glow of his own shuttered lids. His salt and pepper hair falls haphazardly,
covering more of his face than his balding head. His worn
black boots shuffle endlessly to some unheard melody in the
dry red dirt of the yard, stirring up a small cloud of dust. He
opens his pale blue eyes and stares, unseeing, at the cement
wall before him. His eyes move upward and r~st on the
taughtly stretched barbed wire on top, to him no longer a
boundary, simply a reality. He is home , home for good. His
feet stop. He examines the thin rust layer of dirt upon the
black leather. Licking his finger, he traces a thin line
through the red toJ!ie shining black below. He sees the red
stain on his finger, face contorting in ,memory. The blood.
Lying there. Blond hair stained red, matted to the skin,
sticky. He had killed her. They said. He only remembered
finding her and the blood. Why had he killed her? He had
loved Melanie. He had opened the door-everything looked
nor mal. She was in the kitchen, he had thought, and she
was-on the floor. He had turned her over. She stared up at
him-dead! He closed her eyes and wiped the blood-streaked
hair away from her face . He had left the house in a panic,
not knowing what to do. He had run. Far away. Scared.
They had found him later that night, huddled lifelessly,
cold, in an alley between two tall buildings, blood on his
hands. . . .now he was home.
Bayne was getting cold. The sun was going down. It was
time for them to go inside now. He wasn't quite ready but he
was used to that. He stwnbled to his feet. He was stiff, stiff
from the cold, stiff from the wall. Slowly, he began to walk
towards the door, towards the guard.
Bayne heard the heavy metal door slam behind him,
echoing down the cement block hall. He leaned against the
bars of his cell as his eyes adjusted to the dim yellow light of
the single sixty-watt bulb. He made his way through the
darkness to a small cot in one corner of the room. He
smoothed the wrinkles out of the thin cotton blanket and sat
down on the edge. He began to unlace the dusty black boots.
It was colder inside and he was shivering but. he was used to
that. Bayne's stocking feet began to move again on the cold
hard cement; he was quietly singing. He noticed that his big
to.e was exposed and he began to examine the hole.
In one corner of the cell a small sink and toilet protruded
from the wall, b~ere stained and dirty. The faucet
dripped incessantly"7keeping rhythm with Bayne's feet and
the silent, secr et m elody. Above the sink hung a small
round mirror-cracked through the center, only half
silvered. On the floo r , dirty potholders were carefully laid,
forming a 's tnall bathrpom mat, • On tlfe" wall 'opp<>site·sal a
wrought iron table and chair overladen with thousands of
_potholders. Potholders hung on the wall, potholders

covering the seat of the chair, stacked neatly, all square,
faded and old, new and brightly colored. They overran the
table, spilling superfluously on to the floor . More on the bed,
everywhere.
Bayne's eye caught sight of the small metal crucifix
which hung over his bed as the swt filtered in throogh the
barred window starkly illwninating the small object, light
reflected, captured, dispersed.
'The reflection, My God!' Bayne thought as he reached
for the crucifix, 'The Gun!' He held it in his hands, fingers
tightly wrapped around it. 'It fits!' he thought. He gazed
down at the shining metal, mesmerized, lost in another
time. He threw the crucifix across the room. It hit the
cement block wall and gleamed up at him from the
darkening corner. Bayne remembered holding the gun,
picking it up from where it lay beside HER. Or was it that?
Oh God!, he had laid it down there after he had shot her. He
couldn't remember. Everything was so confused. He
clasped his hands to his head trying to forget. Desperately
he reached for his small loom, for the present. for escape,

-
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Out of the swirling eddies of a vast and colorful mist there
came a great beast whose bearing was at once singular and
prideful, but his appearance was less awesome than
deceptively ordinary. Small eyes glowed red
and
illuminated a gaping mouth with ferocious teeth that were
as white as snow. His body was green, and made up of interwoven threads. He held a spiny tail proud and erect
behind him. He was like no other, and he called himself
Izod.
In his majesty he loomed tall and proud; He saw no one to
defy him, and he proceeded to proclaim himself King. This
being done and no one to argue, he continued in his kingly
duties.
In the beginning he created the prep. Thus having
established an outlet to supply his great need for undying
devotion , he set about keeping himself, in his greatness,
separate from those who were created to worship.
Izo d roared in his mighty voice "Do not strive to touch
me!" He soon realized, however, that though his
superiority was all well and good, a man's got to make a
living, so he immediately set about to create many little
izod's in his image . "I will" he told his followers, " stitch
these images onto shirts, so that you can wear them and
thereby prove your adoration. Also you will be advertising
for me. "
At this, the crowd cheered loudly and called his name.
Many fought to reach him, but the masses were too great
and they were crushed. Izod was shocked to observe this
and he cried out "There are too many of you! What shall I
do?"
One wise man in the crowd stepped forward and answered. "You could weed out the riff-raff. That would get
rid of a lot of them. "Yes," said lzod, laying a mighty finger
to the side of his nose in a gesture of contemplation, ''weed
out the riff-raff." The crowd roared in one voice "But how?
Will you bring a flood?"
"And just how do you suppose I would do that? No, not a
flood. But I think I have an answer." The people stood in
breathless anticipation, and Izod, seeing this, allowed the
suspense to build. For many minutes he stood regal above
the thousands of preps. Enjoying this moment he looke<_l out
over the throng. He waited until just the right moment and
proclaimed in lus powerful way "I will charge over twenty
dollars a shirt! "
For a moment the crowd was silent, and as the implication became clear whispers could be heard passing
along the rows.
" At twenty dollars a shirt, riff-raff won't be able to afford
an izod. " " It is a brilliant idea! "
" It is the creation of elite symbolism."
The wise man who had first spoken muttered, "I can't
afford twenty dollars a shirt.'' He immediately clamped a
hand over his mouth, and when he dared, he looked around
to see if anyone had heard his unfortunate utterance.
Satisfied that no one had, he stood silent until the crowd
began to scatter. Although hen-ever said a word, he left with
a worried face and the fear that he could no longer be a
prep.
The repercussions of his decree were many and varied,
and considering them, Izod found he was not pleased with
them all. His favorite was an increase in interest which
came about as a result of the prestige that was now attached to owning an izod, and he saw that it was good.
However, a small group of non-conformist had _recently
come to his attention. He could not understand it, but they seemed to be indifferent to preppiness. They seemed
scarcely to realize his great import, and he was very
bewildered. After much thought, he realized it was a
situation he could do nothing about, and day and night he
was hard put to cope with his feelings of frustration. Unsure
as to what to do, he delivered a speech entitled "Nonconformers into the hands of an angry Izod," and he hoped
against hope that it would help these poor lost souls. Many
were reformed by the powerful deliverance of this speech,
but those that were not he left to fate and administrations of
the college prepar atory crowd. "I can't save them all," he
told himself.
In the- following di;tys, as ·he watched .over .his flock. ~
began to see that all was nQ.t as it should be. In his deep
(See THE CROWD AND THE BOSS, Page 12)
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valley's
I like valleys. . .
You stand at the edge ·
With it all at your feet;
A universe complete
In every way.
I like valleys. . .
A river rwming through,
A Giver and Taker of life
That divides like a knife
The valley floor.
I like valleys. . .
Slopes covered with trees,
With long blades of grass;
The moss a green mass
Immediately beneath.
I like valleys. . .
That tend to wander;
No lesson to be learned,
No message to be discerned
From the leaves.
I like valleys!
By JEFFREY W. STEWART

THE FINAL

DROP
A leaf

At the tip
A drop of tear
A closer look
A spectrum took
The world astound
But,
What's the use
It's longer and thinner
Stop
Please don't fall
Then your beauty's lost

ALAS,
Too late, gone forever
To .the soil,
from whence it came.
By moMAS MAfflEWS

Dresden 1
He's playing with Dresden
Again:
Moving the men around
From point to point
And back
Again,
Dropping the pink slips
Llke Flies till the City Fathers
Back down
Again,
Pulling out when the game
Is no more fun for him
Downtown groans
Again,

Scratching the Surface of ugly _::_=~_w.sTE_WART
ByRANDYHARTLEY
We're talking today with
Old I.Alther McGee, whose
mother obviou,Iy let him
sleep on his stomach when he
was a child. "Are youse
trying t' say I'm ugly?" Old
Luther asks with a laugh.
Well,Luther,faceit,ifyou
can. Look in a mirror and tell
me what you think.
Again Old Luther laughs,
"I admits 1 wouldn't win any

~auty contests," he says. '!hose kids was so ugly that ful. I 'mt:mbers one time I
"But I seen many an uglier woman had to tie bones was riding the rails- I usta
mug in my time. I 'member 'round their necks to git the hop the freights a lot when I
one time back in old dawgs to play with 'em.
was young enuff to catch
wheeling when I rode the They's teeth all fell out
'em- I landed in Nowhere,
rails I took up with a woman before they was six, and they
Arizona, and I fount out why
that had three of the ugliest never grew back in." they calls it Nowhere.
babies you ever see'd in your
Now, come on, Luther. Ugliest people in th' _world
whole life. I says to her, Theycouldn'thavebeenthat hafta be from Nowhere.
'Woman, where you git such bad.
Don't know how them babies
ugly babies'? O' course, she
"Oh they couldn't, could gits so ugly there. The stork
says she find them under they? They was worse than don't even flies near
some ugly cabbage leaves. bad, they. was pitiful• Pit-ee- ,Nowhere. Must be some ugly

cabbage leaves there, too.
Didn't hang 'round there
long. I have to leave. Was
beginning to feel likes a
H~llywood movie star in the
rmddla all that ugly.
No, I could please the girls
in my time. They don't really
careshowyoulooks.Longas
you can dance. And boy, I
could dance in my day. Don't
have to be purty to dance.
"Yeah;I 'member a day in

Dallas. I was sweeping th'
streets so's I could eat. Ain't
always friendly peoples
'round like you to help ya
eat. Saw one old man so ugly
I wanted to sweep him into
th' gutter wit' th' trash. Yep,
you can call me ugly, but
ain'tnobodysweptmeinthe
gutter yet."
Yeah, Luther, beauty is
only skin deep. And, as for
me, I sleep .on my side.

Gently Falls the R;.in
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neighborhood is doing to me, it's so hard to raise two girls
By GLORIA SOSA
I love when it rains. There's a big dip in the alley and it sioce Daddy passed away and oh, what will she do? Then
gets filled up with water and me and my friends, especially it's time for me to make my exit. I'll come back later and
Charlie, go wading through it, splash around and have a
she 's all smiles again. Seems like Miss Prissy Regina is
real good time. We've been told not to because you can get having a birthday party and Mary and I are invited, of
some kind of disease like polio or something if you do.
course! Oh, hell, I think, I know what's coming. I'll be
Every time my mother always yells, "Kathryn Landers, forced into a hot nylon dress for four solid hours,
you've been out in that water again! How many times ... "
surrounded by a bunch of squealing, giggling girls and I
and on and on she goes. I always know I'm in trouble then - won't even be able to eat my fair share of cake and ice
when she calls me Kathryn. She'll gripe about me hanging cream because ole Mary will be sitting there with Carl
around with Charlie - he's such a bad boy and how I should giving me the evil eye.
be more lady-like. Well, hell, I'm only eleven years old So out come our Sunday church dresses and I sit and wait
who wants to be a lady now anyway like my big sister
Mary? All the time worrying that her clothes don't look nice patiently for Mary to get ready. She stands in front of the
enough, talking r ight, brushing her hair and putting that mirror brushing her long, red hair until it shines like a
junk on her face . And all because she's madly in love with copper penny. She steps back and looks at herself from top
that square head, Carl Austin. Momma adores Carl and his to bottom - she really is quite pretty in her light blue dress. I
dopey little sister Regina, who's in my class at school. She's only have one objection. " You're boobies are sticking out."
always pishing that kid on me - why don't I play with I say disgustedly. " Charlie says he bets ole Carl just loves
Regina more? Well, for one, she's a drag. Rich kids usually to grab hold of them in the back seat of his car. " I begin to
are. Like you owe her the world for letting you play with all laugh but Mary turns on me like a mad woman. ''Katie, how
her Barbies and Kens. Big deal. So I haven't got them, but I dare you say such a thing! How crude and uncouth-"
tell you what. I can out run her, hit a baseball, and beat the
hell out of her in marbles. She's not a bad kid, really, and
I had my mouth open, all set to ask her what the hell
she is always nice to me. And Momma says I've got to be crude and uncouth meant, but she wouldn't let me get a
nice to her on account of Carl liking Mary so much. God, word in edgewise. ·
you'd think we had to bow down to Carl just because he goes
out with Mary. I don't understand it. Momma makes such a
"That's the most disgusting thing I've ever heard! I
fuss when he comes over and Mary nearly gets hysterical. suppose that's what comes with hanging around the trash
' 'Oh!" she cries, "Mother, when will we be able to get new that you do-'' She stopped suddenly and looked at me kind of
covers for the sofa? These are getting so old and worn! " funny, the kind of look Momma had when our dog, Sparky,
and "Mother, you've got to get some material for a new got runned over last year. "Just - just don't go around
dress; Carl has seen this three times!" And Lord help us saying things like that. It-it isn't nice, that's all."
when he comes to dinner! We end up with so many glasses
and forks on the table that I don't even know where to begin.
I shrugged and grabbed up the wrapped presents that
Momma .and Mary spend hours in the kitchen, fixing Momma had bought for Regina. "O.k.," I said, "let's go."
enough food for the entire Salvation Army, and then they
end up keeping their eyes on me all the time to make sure I
" What did Mom get?" Mary asked as she looked at the
don't eat like a pig or spit something out. I don't dare in- presents. " A coloring book from you and paper dolls from
terrupt their talk so I just sit there and eat and before I me!'' She looked like she was going to throw up.
leave I must ask to be excused Which is usually what I'm
"A coloring book and paper dolls? For Regina?"
dying to do anyway. I make a mad dash for the back door
"So, what's wrong with that? It's a Flintstone coloring
before Momma has a chance to tell me to come back and I book and Petticoat Junction paper dolls! Wow!"
head straight out. Charlie is usually around somewhere "Oh, Katie! Do me a favor? At least let me give the paper
" making trouble" as Momma usually says. That guy is dolls. That's not quite as bad as giving a coloring book."
something else. Would you believe he once busted up a pay
"O.k." I said. It makes no difference to me.
phone to get the money? The cops caught him before he
"Thanks, sweetie." Mary said and patted me on the head.
collected, but it was funny all the same. Why, he's been in
trouble so much the cops even call him by his first name
An hour later we were at the Austin's with Regina's
now. Oh, but I do like Charlie. I know Regina does. She's all _Momma blubbering all over me - "Oh, isn't Katie the
the time talking about how cute he is. He's one grade ahead prettiest young lady you ever did see?" I could only smile
of us even though he's already fifteen. The truant officer and look happy as she pinched my cheeks and smoothered
knows him, too,-hedoesn'tgotoschool very much.
me in her boobs. I thought I would gag to death from all that
So, once I find Charlie and some more of the gang we'll perfume she was wearing.
play baseball in the alley or something like that. Charlie
When everyone got there we all were forced into the
will ems up a storm if he loses - I guess that's where I
picked up saying "hell" all the time. That's my favorite. dining room and sat around a huge table and Mrs. Austin
''To hell with this and to hell with that." But, boy oh boy, if trought in Regina's cake - chocolate, my favorite, with
Momma bears 1'ne -she'll ~o into her
apeecb of what this thirteen cancDes - "one for @Gd luck''. she exi>lained. but I

buz

,

-~

thought that was pretty dumb because everyone knows
thirteen is an unlucky number. Anyway, Regina sat all
dolled up in her seat as we sang "Happy Birthday" and she
blew out all the candles in one shot. We started digging into
the cake and ice cream and when that was done Mrs. Austin
came around and asked ifwe wanted more. When she got to
me I looked over at Mary and sure enough she was sitting
there glaring at me - just daring me to say "yes". So I just
looked up and smiled and said, "Why, no, Mrs. Austin - I
just couldn't eat one more bite - I'm just so full!" She kept
on pushing me until I thought I was gonna reach over and
grab a hunk with my fingers wt I kept saying "no" all the
same. Finally, she let up and Mary just smiled and nodded
to me. Honestly, the price I pay for being a lady.

~

-·

-

(Photo by Mike Roberts)

'

We then went straight into the living room so Regina
could open her presents because it began pour. ,g rain
outside and we couldn't go out into the garden to sit around
' and be so· iable. Everyone "ohhed" and "ahhed" over a
new purse, · sweater, and even some perfume. I just hoped
it wasn't the same smelly stuff her Momma was wearing.
Whe9 Regina reached for the coloring book I saw Mary turn
blood red. "Oh, how nice." she said when she opened it and
tossed it aside. She had the nerve to do the same with the
paper dolls, too. I was so mad I could have punched her in
the face. But I just sat there and watched the greedy thing
finish opening her presents and smiled and squealed like
the rest.
Mrs. Austin reminded Regina to thank everyone for the
lovely things and she stood up saying she has an important
announcement to make. It got real quiet as Mrs. Austin
began, " It is •so good to have you all together now
celebrating Regina's birthday - but I'm afraid that this is a
sad occasion, too, for it will be the last time we all will
gather together. Mr. Austin has gotten an offer for a
position in Chicago and we will be moving there early next
month. It's such an exciting city, and it will be a wonderful
place for Carl to attend college-"
I looked over at Mary and she seemed to be in a trance or
something. Cad. vtas holdin_g her hand and staring at the
(See GENTLY FALL TIIE RAIN, Page 12)
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Blending Satin and T i n - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - <Continued From Page Z)
"That's Elizaoetn·s grave." She did not look up from the
lace handkerchief she was pressing.
"Oh." I picked up the next handkerchief in the pile.
"Anna your hands are dirty! You've soiled the lace." She
discarded it to be rewashed.
"Grandmother, who was Elizabeth?"
She sat the iron down and stared past me out the window.
"Elizabeth was my first child. My little girl. She would have
been beautiful. She would have had honey gold hair-just
like mine used to be-and dimples when she smiled."
Grandmother brought her focus back to me. "How old are
you now, Anna?"
"Eleven next October." Grandmother shook her head
and went on ironing.
Cammy's real name was Camilla Louise, but Grandmother never made a big deal over calling her anything but
Cammy. When she corrected Aunt Mayme for calling me
Annie, I pointed out this inconsistancy in her manners. "If I
want to be called Annie, I don't see why I can't. You don't
make everyone call Cammy Camilla Louise!"
Grandmother fixed me with that silencing glance ' she
could give when she didn't want to waste her time arguing
over something she was going to win anyway. "Cammy is
Cammy. You are Anna. Your name is not what you like, but
what you are."
I was eleven years old and had recently discovered I had
an answer for everything. "But I bet Cammy's birth certificate says her legal name is-"
She put another look over on me. "Cammy is Cammy."
I didn't care what her name was, Cammy was
synonymous with misery in my childhood. At thirteen she
went on a beauty kick-curling her thick dark hair, washing
her face forty times a day, and using her mom's leftover
"Transparent Mellon" nail enamel. She tried to make me
pretty, too. When she discovered my freckles wouldn't
scrub off and I had no finger nails to speak of, she decided I
wouldn't look quite so plain if I had different hair. Conning
me with "A few inches off the ends will just make it look so
much better!" I let her take Aunt Mayme's sewing scissors
and trim nine inches of my hair. By the look on Grandmother's face when she saw what had been done to me, I
knew Cammy had finally met her doom. Grandmother,
however, tended to view the matter as a case of my
stupidity.
"Sit right there!" She shoved me heavily into her
bedroom reading chair with the force of her words.
Furiously she pulled hairpins from her head. The braided
bundle fell smoothly from position. ''Never in my life has a
hair on my head been cut." She spit out the words as she
forced the braids apart. "Brush it, Anna. Brush my hair."
She slammed the hairlrush into my hand. I stood and began
pulling the lristles across her scalp. "Brush it all the way
down.'' Holding my hand behind the thick grey strands, I
slowly guided the brush down, kneeling to smooth it through
the over spill of hair collected at her feet. ''When I was YO)ll'
age my father had already found a husband for me. A rich
husband, a handsome man, a man respected in the community. I got married to that man when I was fifteen. Do
you know why he married me? Do you?" She turned and
grabbed my shoulders. "William Taylor married me
because I was refined, and proper, and pretty. Sure I had
determination, and spunk, apd I was smart. But my face
had never been sunburnt, my waist was small, and my hair
had never been cut! That's why I'm Mrs. Taylor, Anna."
She turned away from me and started to braid her hair
back. "Sometimes you can't live on dignity, Anna. You
have to give men what they think they want." I could see
her face in the mirror as I slipped out of the room. She was
crying.
Cammy started eating at the grown up table when she
was fourteen. I didn't mind much, I always knew she'd be
accepted before me. But when W.F. got to eat there before
me I got upset. "He's only twelve, and I'm fifteen!"
"William Franklin is a young man. Boys expect to get
privileges earlier than girls." Grandmother never even
looked up from the pot she was stirring.
"But that's not fair!"
"No, it's not, is it? You'll get used to it," She put the lid
back on the pot and opened the oven to check the bread.
"Set the table, Anna. Call Cammy to put the china down."
I grew to like eating alone. I could sneak extra rolls from
the oven withottt anyone squealing. I didn't mind at all until
Cousin Edward Riley came visiting with his parents. Edward was seventeen and absolutely the best looking relation
ever to show up in our family. "We'll see," was all Grandmother would commit herself to when I begged to eat with
everyone else, but when she told me to set the table, she
asked me to put out nine china plates ! Me put out the china!

And nine plates! Two for Aunt Mayme and Uncle Malcom,
two for Edward's parents, two for Cammy and W.F., one
for Grandmother, one for Edward, and one for me!
I put on my best white dress and my Sunday church
shoes. I walked into the kitchen where Grandmother was
and waited for her to smile or faint or something. She
studied me for a minute.
"You're learning," she said. "Just need one more thing."
She took the ever present pink satin sash from around her
waist and bound it around mine. Then she kind of smiled
and ran her fingers through my growing hair. "Why don't
you find Cammy and Edward?"
I found them. Cammy was carrying on something awful
about Edward being able to balance on the fence by
Grandmother's rose garden. "Oh, that's wonderful!" she
cooed, "Annie, isn't he wonderful?" Wonderful my hind
foot! I had done a hand stand on that same fence not two
days ago and she had told me to quit being stupid! Deciding
a hand stand in a dress would probably cause public
scandal, I opted for just equaling the wonderful performance. Off came the shoes and up on the fence I went.
Every move Edward did I copied exactly-front skips, one
leg hops-anything Cammy sighed over I could do, too.
"Let's see you do this one!" Edward taunted and did a
full twist but lost his balance and landed off the fence. I had
never tried a full twist before, but I told Edward I could do
six in a row any day of the year. I took a deep breath and
pushed off hard with my legs. It's funny how horrible things
happen in slow motion. I remember hitting the fence with
one foot, just enough to throw off my balance. I saw
Grandmother's favorite rosebush, and I remember
thinking the peach roses really didn't go with the pink satin
sash. The next thing I knew Uncle Malcom was asking me if
I could move. He pulled me gently out of the thorns.
"Anna," Grandmother was articulating every syllable,
"you'll need to get your cup out of the well house for supper
tonight."
I faltered, but regained my superior attitude, shrugged
off Uncle Malcom, and silenced Cammy's stupid baby
giggles. As I started to march out of the garden, Grandmother stopped me. "My sash," she-stated as she demoted
me right there in front of God and everybody.
sat 15
g m
e Kitchen, po1ting pot roast and
potatoes. I had scratched my lip and the tin ci.tp of milk felt
cool against it. There's something about the ta:ste of a drink
in a tin cup, though, something crude. It had never bothered
me before, but suddenly it was all too humiliating. "She
hates me. I know she hates me." I cried myself to sleep on

the table. I woke up in bed. Someone had cleaned my cuts.
Grandmother died when I was sixteen. Half the city
showed up at her funeral. The minister talked about her
determination and refined attitude. Back at her house, Aunt
Mayme gave me a box she said Grandmother had intended
for me to have. Inside was the pink satin sash. "Damn her!
• I will not be like her! I'm not like her! I don't want to be like
her!'' I ran from the house and took refuge in my favorite
place. The sash was still in my hands. "I won't be like you,
do you hear me?" I moved the cement cover from the well
and threw the sash into the dark hole. I listened for the
ripples, but I couldn't hear them.
"Anna!" I could hear Paul calling for me. I started up
and the shelf by the door caught my eye. "Annie," the tin
cup was still there. On impulse I pulled back the cover to
add another ingredient for the water below. "I'm not like
her anymore, either." I whispered to no one. I turned and
the door pane threw my reflection over the house across the
yard. I put a wisp of hair back into its place in the pile of
hair knotted on my head.
In the corner of Grandmother's rose garden where once
her favorite bush grew, a new flower has- come up. Aunt
Mayme says she thinks the old one cross-pollinated with a
wild flower. The new blooms have no thorns, and their
petals are wide and open, not delicate like the rose. Aunt
Mayme never waters them. She says the bush is so close to
the well the ground is always moist with well water. I'm
sorry the old bush died, it grew beautiful flowers, but the
new bush has taken on its color, so a part of the old oosh
lives.

Home for Good--(Continued From Page 8)
for sanity. He begins to weave the cheap colored strands
quickly, adeptly-in and out, up and down. Nothing else
existed for Bayne right then except his weaving, in and out,
up and down. He removed the small colored square from
the plastic loom, humming that eternal song. He laid it near
the others, touching it fondly, smiling approvingly, composure regained.
It is dark now, almost time for supper. He is hungry,
ready to eat now. But he will wai~, he is used to that.
The guard's keys rattled in the lock. No tray! Where is the
tray? This is oot the routine! Where is the tray? Bayne
couldn't understand. He looked up at the guard
questioningly. His small world turned upside down by the
disregard of this one man for prQper sequential order.
"McAllister?. • . "
Bayne looked up questioningly.
''McAllistor, the district attorney has sent a message
with me. You are to be released in the morning. There's
been some new evidence in your case. A witness has been
found." He handed Bayne a small, sealed envelope.
The paper seemed to sear Bayne's flesh, immediately he
dropped the envelope. 'What?' Bayne's thoughts spun. Noone had seen him, he was sure of that. He had been alone
when he had found her-killed her.
The guard's voice pulled him abrubtly back to reality.
Where was the tray? Something was terribly wrong!
"McAllistor ...They've declared a mistrial. You'rt going
to be free !" He turned and walked militarily out of t&e cell,
locking the barred door behind him.
Bayne heard the familiar sound of metal hitting metal.
'Free? What did he mean? Free to do what? Leave? Surely
not! Leave home? For good?' The realization slowly
dawned on him. They were making him leave. He didn't
know why. He didn't know where he would go or what he
would do or eat. Where was the tray? Hadn't the guard
brought the tray? He began to pace up and down the cell,
not knowing what else· to do, not wanting to do anything,
only wanting to cease to exist but never to leave. Back and
forth, back and forth, singing, dreading the morning,
dreading freedom.
The next morning the guard came just as he had said he
would. Damn him! Bayne sat dazed, looking out of the
window, pretending not to hear, stalling, wanting to
forestall the inevitable. His potholders lay scattered around
the room, each in its place, everything perfect. . . .for
Bayne. The guard crossed the cell and grabbed Bayne by
the arm leading him out of the room. The door shut behind
them, ~etal against metal, as Bayne sang quietly to
hims.elf, "Ashes, a$es, they all fall down!"

,/

Page l2

The Crowd and the Boss
(Continued From Page 8)
widerstanding of the college prep, he realized that the time
had come to set down a set of standards in order to
eliminate small imperfections. He had never been to
college, and couldn't write, so he called forth an English
Major to be his aid in this task. The results were as follows:
1.) You must hold no other logo before me
2.) You should never buy and-or wear a plaigarized
version of myself, such as the fox from J.C. Penny's
3.) Never down grade my name, or the reputatioo of prep
4.) Remember the school day, to spread my name far
5.) Love your mother and father so they will buy you more
i.1.0ds
6.) Never wear the dead izod or the izod in the noose shirts
beca~ it's sacriligious
7.) Do not wear an izod made for the opposite sex. It's
sl~py
8.) Do not steal an izod, but buy many
9.) Do not tell your neighbor you have an izod if you do not
10.) Do not covet your neighbors izod, go-buy one
17.od had the English major read them back to him, and he
saw that it was good.
In the writing of the standards, 17.od had hopes that
everything from there-on would be perfect, and for two
years he was satisfied.
At the onset of boredom with the shirts, he struck upon
another brilliant idea. "I will expand!" He shouted joyfully.
He called together many marketing, clothing design, and
home economics majors to develope Izod dresses, shirts,
belts, socks; and·many other items of wardrobe value. He
iroudly watched the preps scurry to the stores to buy them
up. After production was moving steadily along, Izod felt
for the first time his age and wealthiness. A medical student
suggested retirement, and surirised, Izod considered it. He
was very pleased with the thought, and began to prepare a
farewell speech. In this he reminded the saddened preps
that he would always be with them, wherever they were. He
warned them to frequent the houses of worship ( department stores ·an over the country) or his wrath would fall
upon them. Solemnly they acknowledged their love of him,
and before their eyes the Great Izod faded away, leaving
only stocked closets and traces of a love so great as to span
colleges all over the world.
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Gently Falls the Rain
(Continued From Paie 10}
floor. Everyone was saying "awh" ana one kid even started
bawlingbutlcouldn'thelpbutthink''goodriddance".
When we went home Momma started wringing her hands
over the bad news and saying how terrible this was and
muttering something about the only good influence we had
arowid. I couldn't believe it. The Austins were only moving
and everyone was acting like the world was coming to an
end or something.

lamb what

.

z am

notes from a woman
executive

how can i thank you ?
you protected me
witil i tried to rise above the game,
you led me into the battle
witil i picked the 'wrong' side,
you mixed business with pleasure
witil i couldn't tell the difference.

if i double my reading,
Life's all poetry or prose
and triple my thinking,
Tome
will it quadruple my income?
And anyone who knows
Can see
math never was my favorite subject
''No, Idon'l" I answered. "What does all this mean?" "I That in between these lines
then . ..
NKS
was so hoping-" she wiped a tear away, "I had hoped that
Of mine
Carl and I would get married. We had talked about it - but Are gaps in rhythm and
i shared with you
now-" and she shook her head. "His parents said he must go
In rhyme
the ability to run thru fall leaves
Those who seek to survive
off to college - they wouldn't consent to a marriage and oh,
witil you couldn't see crimsom from amber,
That never seem to find
their own lives
l{atie, you know Mom can't afford college for me - I'll end
And end
i interireted the hidden communications
come back
up working at some drug store the rest of my life-"
When in this writer's hand
of your world
with only the ragged loose ends
"But you can find another guy to marry." !_suggested.
witil you wrote the definitive book in the field,
His pen
1hrashed mindlessly about
"No, not ever. Not like Carl. You don't understand - not
· i birthed the breath of vitality in you
Wanders on the page alone
near the end of the struggle .
.arowid here - these other guys are such creeps - Carl didn't
witil you crawled into the womb
Alone:
care that I was poor-" and !Ille turned on the waterworks
of your second youth with a new partner
The carvings of a sage
·niose who deny their own humanity
again.
On stone,
drive clear through the railings
I knew there was no use in trying to talk to her now so I The stampings of a scribe
now, how can you thank me?
before even coming close to the end
decided to slip out for a while. This house was giving me the
On clay;
and fall
creeps. I remembered the rain from this afternoon - the
since i'm not who i was raised to be,
Left to be dried
into nothing.
alley would still be filled even though it was late. I creeped
what now?
By rays
selfish, if independent
out the back door, not bothering to change my dress, but
From a burning SWl
Those who simply accept
kicked off my shoes and pulled off my socks. The water felt
foolish, if traditional
Of ancient days.
their own limited eternal being
wayward, if open-minded
good and cold around my legs and I stood there letting it
And the years run
have the dubious advantage
send little shivers up my spine. Suddenly I noticed ripples in
since i don't know the answers,
On along their ways of knowing what
how will i find the new questions?
the water and realized there was somebody else out there,
A Line as long as
without knowing why.
too. I turned around - I was scared as hell at first - but then I
By N. KARLOVICH-SMITH
Infinity
By BOB COFIELD
saw it was only Charlie.
That goes on to pass
Through me
· "What are you doing out this late?" he asked. "And all And every other man
dres$ied up -look at you!" He came closer to me and put his
And so:
arm around my waist and I smelled something funny from
I am what I am · If you have any art, essays, poetry, or
Please ,;ut your name, address, phone
his breath. From the street lights I could see that his black
I know!
short stories that you would like to submit to
nuinber, and student nmnber on each page.
eyes were bloodshot and as he leaned against me a wide,
Even though,
the Pertelote for possible publication in a
All sumnissions are carefully ccmidered
mysterious grin appeared on his face. "Hey," be
Even though)
future issue, bring tbem by -~ ~ff.I.~ ~-Dr~
whispered, "you wanna ~o fOl' a walk?"
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